Collocation implementation of the Kleiser-Schumann's method in geometries with two nonperiodic directions is shown to suffer from three spurious modes -line, column and checkerboard -contaminating the computed pressure field. The corner spurious modes are also present but they do not affect evaluation of pressure related quantities. A simple methodology in the inversion of the influence matrix will efficiently filter out these spurious modes.
Introduction
Most existing numerical solutions of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions employ the primitive-variable formulation. Here, the velocity field and pressure can not be approximated independently and must satisfy a compatibility condition. Approximating both velocity and pressure by polynomials of the same degree will result in some spurious modes for the pressure [ 11. In a spectral collocation implementation, these spurious modes can be characterized as the spurious components of the pressure field whose discrete gradient at the interior collocation points, where discretized momentum equations are satisfied, is zero. Such pressure components have no effect on velocity and are therefore left uncontrolled by the discretized governing equations.
Existence of spurious pressure modes in a spectral simulation was first pointed out by Morchoisne [2] . In coupled spectral implementations where the continuity equation is discretized directly, theoretical analysis of the spurious modes is on a firm footing [1] . When a non-staggered grid is employed it has been shown that a fully periodic problem has no spurious modes, discounting the arbitrariness of the mean value of pressure in an incompressible flow. In a flow with one non-periodic direction pressure has one spurious mode, and problems with two non-periodic directions have seven (1-line, 1-coluni, I-checkerboard and 4-corner) spurious modes [1,31. These results have been shown to apply to the following spectral implementations: Galerkin Legendre, Legendre tau, Galerkin Chebyshev, Chebyshev tau and Chebyshev collocation with Gauss-Lobatto points. In a collocation implementation, the spurious modes can be avoided with an appropriately staggered mesh for velocity and pressure. Montigny-Rannou and Morchoisne [4] have recently described an algorithm for the two non-periodic problem on a half-staggered grid which involves only one (checkerboard) spurious mode. The spurious modes can be completely avoided in a two non-periodic problem with a fully-staggered mesh [5, 61. Kleiser-Schumann's influence matrix method can be used to enforce zero boundary divergence and no-slip condition 18,91. A partial implementation of the influence matrix is simpler, but will result in small but non-zero interior divergence I 101. A full implementation of the Kleiser-Schumann's method with tau (or collocation) correction enforces interior zero divergence as well. Here we identify the spurious modes in the collocation implementation of the Kleiser-Schumann method [8, 9, 111 with tau correction for a problem with two non-periodic directions to be the line, column, checkerboard and corner modes. A simple correction procedure which will automatically filter these spurious modes is obtained. This correction procedure is applied in the simulation of a turbulent square duct flow [11] and is found to be very effective in eliminating spurious modes.
Spurious Modes for Kleiser-Schumann's Method
The full implementation of the Kleiser-Schumann's method with collocation correction can be given by the following equations and boundary conditions:
where NL is the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation and Vb is the velocity boundary condi- By definition, each spurious mode is a valid solution to the discretized governing equations and appropriate boundary conditions. The spurious modes have a non-zero contribution to pressure but have no effect on velocity, theref-re Vq, = 0, where subscript "sp" stands for the spurious mode. The spurious pressure components therefore satisfy
where Bp is the corresponding spurious boundary momentum residual. Any non-trivial solution to the above linear equations represents a spurious mode, which when added to the true solution will still satisfy the discretized Navier-Stokes equations and boundary conditions.
Eight solutions to the above equations can be identified. First of which is the non-spurious solution, psp = constant and Bp = 0, which indicates that pressure is evaluated only up to an arbitrary additive constant in incompressible flows. The first two spurious modes are the line and column where j7 and r are direction normal and tangential to the boundary. The analysis of the spurious modes is more complicated and also depends on the initial tangential pressure gradients on the boundary. With careful choice of initial conditions, the no penetration and pure Neumann boundary conditions will guarantee no spurious components.
Conclusion
Collocation implementation of the Kleiser-Schumann's method in geometries with two nonperiodic directions have three spurious modes -line, column and checkerboard -contaminating the computed pressure field. The corner spurious modes are also present but they do not affect evaluation of pressure related quantities. The three spurious modes can be easily filtered out by replacing
